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Introduction

• Established in 1983 

• Located in central Leeds, UK

• Scientific software company driven by our members

• Produces predictive and database systems for the life sciences industry

• Not-for-profit organisation & educational charity



Membership worldwide

Pharmaceutical, Education, Regulatory bodies



Regulatory requirements 
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Forced degradation studies are performed to:

- Identify all potential degradation products & pathways 

- Assess the intrinsic stability of the drug substance (API) & product

- Validate the stability-indicating methods/procedures
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Degradation knowledge space

control space:

actual degradation

design space:

real degradation (including long-term 

& accelerated studies)

knowledge space:

all potential modes of degradation

- stress testing methods 

- in silico evaluation

1 2 3

Aim of forced degradation studies on the drug product/API:

- Ensure all relevant degradation products are “known” by applying stress conditions 

- Increase the confidence of the control space (1) by having a well designed 

knowledge space (3)



…..Expert knowledge-based system for the prediction of forced degradation

What is Zeneth?

• Transformation dictionary [507]

• Reaction patterns

• Conditions

• Comments

• References

• Excipients [189]

“Knowledge Manager”
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Potential degradants

• Hydrolysis → H2O, pH

• Oxidation → O2, H2O2, AIBN

• Thermal → Temperature

• Photolytic → Light



What is Zeneth?
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• Water

• pH 3

Prediction Score = 700

Structural physico-chemical 

evaluation

“Hydrolysis of acetal”

reaction catalysed by acid



Chemical patterns

z457: 

Photodecarboxylation

of aryloxyacetic acid

breakBond(10, 15);

hideStructure(15);

breakBond(8, 9);

setBondType(9, 10, DOUBLE);

hideStructure(9);

setCharge(8, -1);

captureIntermediate("");

setIntermediateTypeMechanistic();

setIntermediateAsPresumed();

unsetCharge(8);

setScore(0.7);
Atom 13: requiredBondType(AROMATIC)

Atoms 16, 17: (heteroCount == 0 and allowedBondType(SINGLE)) 

or requiredBondType(AROMATIC)

Explora language 1 2

Script 

[LTL]

Prediction



Degradant likelihood/scoring

Most transformations have a pH profile:

Score:
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Line Formula =MIN(MAX(-pH/10+1, 0.1)) x 1000 → score
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Scoring: multiplied step likelihood

Child degradant cannot have a higher score than the parent 
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Building the knowledge base

Knowledge base

• External requests (members)

- provide data for a reaction

- proprietary data via data sharing initiatives

• Group discussion with members

- discuss proposals for new reactions

- provide feedback on new & existing chemistry

• Internal requests, updates to existing knowledge

- general maintenance

- investigation of primary literature

- specialised degradation chemistry books

• Strategic decision (e.g. cover a new reaction type)
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New knowledge added & existing 

knowledge continuously maintained

Oxidation [148]

Hydrolysis [118]

Condensation [109]

Elimination [60]

Isomerisation [28]

Photolysis [44]



Stereochemistry

• Epimerisations

This transformation operates only on carbon centres that have a defined stereocentre:

z045

No prediction 

• Nucleophilic substitutions

SN2-type reactions exhibit inversion of configuration at a stereocentre:

z138



Three-component reactions

The program has the capacity to express three-component reactions: 

New transformation z505

2 oxygen nucleophiles        boric acid                              spiroborate anion



Intramolecular cycloadditions
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Chemical descriptors

• pKa

• Bond Dissociation Energy (BDE)

• Electrophilicity/Nucleophilicity

• Photochemical Reactivity

• Aromaticity

• Steric Hindrance

Reasoning Engine



pKa Calculator

• pKa of a molecule determines its protonation state at a given pH

• pKa tends to be governed by electronic effects that decrease with the distance from 

the centre of protonation

• Generate a distance spectrum for each atom type from the pKa centre

Dist 101101 101108 106307 106203 108103 108106 117100

1 1 1

2 0.25 0.25

3 0.22 0.11

4 0.12 0.06

Sum 1 0.34 1 0.36 0 0.25 0.06 = distance spectrum



pKa Performance

Preliminary results using 5-fold cross-validation

RMSE: 1.163



pKa Calculator implemented

pH = 12

z045: 

Epimerisation alpha to electron-withdrawing group

Epimerisation is more likely at C1 than C4

if (!isDefinedStereocentre(1)) { abort(); }
if (isBridgehead(1)) { abort(); }

substitutionWithInversion(4, 1, 3);
hideStructure(3);

real pH = getpH();
real pKa = getpKa(1);
real raw_score = (max(pH, 14 - pH) + 6 - pKa) / 10;
if (raw_score < 0.1) { abort(); }

setScore(min(raw_score, 0.9));

C1

C4



Other descriptors: BDE 

General pathway of a transformation initiated by hydrogen abstraction: 

• The radical initiator considered in forced degradation is peroxyl (R-O-O●) 

• Peroxyl is quite selective and attacks mainly “labile” C-H bonds e.g. allylic, 

benzylic, α to a heteroatom etc.

• The incorporation of a BDE descriptor would aid the assessment of 

likelihood of these reactions

BUT …

To implement it within the Zeneth reasoning framework, both speed and 

performance is critical

radical 

initiator



Summary

➢ Zeneth is an expert knowledge-based system for the prediction of 

forced degradation

➢ Helps understand mechanistic pathways as well as aid degradant 

identification and structure elucidation

➢ Zeneth generates predictions from its knowledge base which 

currently contains 507 transformations

➢ Our members drive the development of the Zeneth program and 

directly influence the scientific content

➢ Zeneth has recently undergone a complete re-design with the result 

of massively improved usability as well as improvements to the 

quality and speed of predictions.
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